
IMMIGRATION TO THE UNITED STATES ESSAY

Free Essay: The United States of America is the best place for immigration. The history proved that the United States
was the dream land, the place of.

America has longed battled the issue about immigration. The decline in work among young and less-educated
natives began well before the Great Recession. As more and more undocumented immigrants pour into this
country, stricter laws are being passed which in terms becomes a controversial issue. The native people of the
country welcomed everybody to come live and become citizens here. These people see America as the land of
prosperity and opportunity; many come to this country for refuge Of major concern are the immigration and
citizenship policies of many western nations that are receiving a majority of the immigrants. Immigrants will
fill these essential jobs in the labor market, such as the unappealing low skilled jobs. For instance, in Florida,
the first arrivals were European, beginning with the Spanish explorer Ponce de Leon who explored the land in
, following French and Spanish settlement during the 16th century. A lot of immigrants migrate from their
home countries to the USA for different reasons. It is very true that the country prospect and is more enrich.
There is more freedom, protection, and benefits, which are important issues with to immigrants. The increase
of illegal immigrant in the United States has led to many issuesâ€¦. They may arrive here via human
trafficking, smuggling or other methods. America is known for starting over or accomplishing dreams, so
immigrants travel over to follow those dreams. The issue that this paper will explore, using examples from
around the world, is that of incorporation. Yes steerage was certainly the best example of hell on Earth I could
come up with, but it would be worth it for a new life for my family in America The United States is a nation of
immigrants and the earliest people were the Native Americans who came from Asia. Even these first
generation of immigrants can accept their living environment or job very well, they will still feel unfamiliar
about the new world they staying at which reminds me about my aunt and uncle. These mothers cross the
border illegally and they really have no consequences Although many migrants have been unwelcome, the
abundance of immigrants from around the world has given America its rich, diverse population and has helped
the country grow economically and culturally Now that all of the savings are gone and they are living off
check to check, they need to cut back on wasteful spending. I never thought much about the families
themselves, but this video put our different lives in the US and in Mexico into perspective for me Would it be
inhumane of a rich country to not help the other countries and people, who struggle in the world. Is this the
same immigration today? Since that time, many individuals have come to the U. Everyone needs equality no
matter where they are from This issue is viewed differently by legal immigrants, illegal immigrants and
American citizens. While federal budget cuts will have to be made should the ceiling be lifted or not, cuts are
also being felt on a local level, even in places like education. New immigration plus births to immigrants
added more than 22 million people to the U. For instance, the idea of intergenerational conflicts which is
referring to as Americanization is a conflict that arises among the Somali community in Minnesota. Many
immigrants come here to work and live a better life The older generation has different views and expectations
than their decedents of the new generation


